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LABReport Team Words from the CEO

Dear Reader,

We are pleased to announce the New Year’s edition of LABReport, our quarterly publication 

dedicated to branding in China and beyond. In each issue, we bring together thought leaders 

from around the company to share perspectives on the innovative processes of branding. 

Our analysis alternates between five lenses in line with our specialties: research, strategy, 

naming, design, and digital.  

To mark the beginning of what is sure to be another full and eventful year, this LABReport 

curates our top articles from 2016 to revisit some branding topics that global brand builders 

cannot afford to ignore. From the shifting Chinese economy, to the subtle but undeniable power 

of building strong verbal assets, to the recent leaps forward in connected objects and digital 

innovation, 2016 was a defining year for brands around the world. We therefore look back to our 

most cited thought pieces of the past year to help brands visualize, project, and discover their 

brand aspirations in 2017.

We invite you to read on and explore the boundaries of branding with us. Enjoy!

Vladimir Djurovic, CEO



When the Going Gets Tough: 
The Case for Brand-led 
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Freya Zhang, Associate Research Director 
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There has always been a balance in the Chinese economy 

between Agriculture, Manufacturing, and Service.

For much of the country’s history, Agriculture was  

crucial to the Middle Kingdom, from the invention  

of rice paddies during the Sui to new agricultural 

technology invented during the Ming and Qing.  

Over time, the agricultural era waned; a connected  

world and a culture of strong work ethic drove 

Manufacturing to the forefront.
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Chinese Economic Balance, pre–1980

Chinese Economic Balance, 1980 – 2010

Chinese Economic Balance, 2010 – 2050

Agriculture 

Manufacturing

Service

Then came Deng in 1978. With China’s doors open, 

Manufacturing led the way, both within the national 

economy and on the global playing field. The Steel 

industry in China, to give an example, experienced 

double-digit growth between 2001 and 2011. Most 

companies who were producing a good at scale chose 

China as their home base for production. (Diagram 1)

Now again, market dynamics are changing, for three 

main reasons:

• Rising production costs. Factory costs are rising  

— wages are increasing, political subsidies are 

becoming ever more rare and the cost of goods used  

in manufacturing is rising substantially.

• Consumers want more. The emerging middle class 

will spend 5% more annually and the upper middle 

class 17% more. More sophisticated consumers demand  

a higher quality of good.

• Other opportunities. More stratified and customized 

products led by an ever-expanding E-commerce 

network reward specialization in areas other than 

manufacturing.

Diagram 1

As in any country, China’s best and brightest follow  

the money.

PUSH-PULL ECONOMIES

Marketing and Branding Strategy in the era of 

manufacturing was very simplistic. The key was to  

push your product, idea, or brand onto as many people  

as possible. “Build it and they will come” was the 

pervasive mentality.

Now, with a population of 1.4 billion and growing, 

consumers in China are becoming more stratified.  

Their tastes are more unique and their standards are 

higher. It is useless to just “push” product on consumers 

— they have unlimited options when choosing what will 

suit their need, so breaking into a category or growing 

your brand’s profitability means stealing market share 

through specific and strategic niche targeting.

A brand, and its offerings, must “pull” consumers in 

with unique functional and emotional benefits that are 

uncovered during research, usually qualitative techniques. 

Our research shows that these emotional benefits 

become more and more important as brands build strong 

relationships with consumers in China, paving a different 

and more mature way to brand loyalty.

In so many words, consumers in China are now more 

attune to what the brand — rather than just the product 

— can bring them. So the question becomes how to 

leverage this.

CONSUMER COLLABORATION

The answer is simple: ask! Pinpointing emotional  

benefits of a growing segment through research is  

the only way to ensure relevancy to your audience.  

We find ourselves in the age of Consumer Collaboration 

— people want to be heard. They want to know that  

a brand is listening and tailoring their offerings,  

to a certain extent, from that insight.

Consider Rexona, a deodorant brand of Unilever,  

the largest deodorant supplier in the world. Rexona was 

troubled by a lack of consumer responsiveness.  

Offering  |  Research
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Diagram 2: Leading Brand vs Following Brands

So, they set out to understand the market and 

collaborate with consumers through Focus Groups and 

Digital Customer Communities, a unique MR tool that 

functions as a medium-population online discussion 

platform, measuring attitudes and perceptions over 

several weeks.It turned out the core problem was actually 

with the cognitive mapping of the product category. 

 

The original category name, 止汗香体 [zhĭ hàn xiāng tĭ],  

implied blocking  /  stopping sweat and spawned health 

concerns — respondents noted that while sweating 

can be uncomfortable and should not be noticed by 

others, “blocking” sweat was extremely unhealthy 

and suffocating to one’s body. Through our research 

methods we discovered that the feelings of freshness 

and confidence were most in tune with what consumers  

wanted — so, Rexona changed the category name to  

爽身香体 [shuăng shēn xiāng tĭ], which evokes meanings 

of coolness, chillness, and a good-smelling body.  

Rexona realized increased profitability as a result.

LEADING
BRAND

FOLLOWING 
BRANDS

FOLLOWING 
BRANDS

FOLLOWING 
BRANDS

FOLLOWING 
BRANDS

FOLLOWING 
BRANDS

FOLLOWING 
BRANDS

FOLLOWING 
BRANDS

Understanding how these emotional connections change 

over a consumer’s lifetime is the minimum for an agile 

brand. How do needs evolve with a job change, a family 

change, a living environment change? All of these directly 

impact consumption patterns and brand preference.

But collaborating with consumers does not mean you 

have to follow — sometimes the best method is to carve 

a path forward. (Diagram 2)

By looking at the past and analyzing in-depth what  

is happening right now, in terms of pop culture, 

macro trends, and overall product category preferences, 

brands can create product innovations that capture  

the attention and the loyalty of their target as they 

evolve. The stakes are high as shaping such preferences 

requires a mastery of the local market. But the rewards 

are even greater.

QUAL V QUANT

Whether your goal is product innovation or repositioning, 

market research provides the building blocks for a strong 

brand strategy. A question frequently asked in the MR 

realm in China is how to use quantitative research versus 

qualitative research to inform brand strategy development.

When comparing the two, quantitative gets all the 

attention. This may be because it has been around 

longer, is more commonly accepted, or because it is  

Offering  |  Research
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a more scalable business model for research agencies. 

But quantitative also has its limitations. (Diagram 3)

Qualitative research is often used for more exploratory 

research objectives. The goal is to discover insights 

by talking to real people — unearthing their opinions, 

probing their answers, and eventually uncovering  

deep-seated trends that are the basis of a brand’s 

strategy.

The benefits of qualitative run deep as moderators have 

the opportunity to see how consumers react to stimuli 

both emotionally and physiologically, be it a newly  

designed logo lockup or a new type of on-the-go 

packaging. Quali gives the opportunity to grow customer 

intimacy by rooting brand strategy in consumer 

collaboration and brand co-creation.

A research hypothesis comes from this deep-rooted 

research and oftentimes becomes the pillar for a strong 

brand strategy, but to have a hypothesis guaranteed, 

quantitative techniques are useful. Proving it correct 

can mean extrapolating insights about an entire 

target population — resulting in a true and complete 

understanding of how your audience thinks. (Diagram 4)

Diagram 3

Consider the case we encountered with TripAdvisor. 

The global travel brand was facing stiff competition 

from local players who had years of experience building 

relationships with Chinese consumers. TripAdvisor 

decided to reposition at the core by renaming its brand  

in the context of the local market. So, they set out  

to understand local perceptions of travel.

Step one was uncovering Chinese perceptions of travel; 

through six targeted focus groups in three major  

regions around China, Labbrand probed to find three 

common themes: self-discovery, self-development,  

and enjoyment. We further collaborated to shortlist 

down to three names that were unique, consistent  

with travel, and evoked positive associations.

The tricky part for TripAdvisor came down to their 

targeting: a quantitative survey confirmed that preference  

was split by demographics. The data validated our 

hypothesis from the qualitative research that 猫途鹰 

[māo tú yīng] is overall more unique, easy to remember, 

and an extremely strong fit with the Owl logo, which 

Chinese consumers adore (Diagram 5). Since rebranding 

as 猫途鹰, TripAdvisor has seen increased awareness and 

site traffic amongst their Chinese audience. Knowing your 

targets inside and out allows you to approach a new 

culture with confidence and conviction.

Diagram 4

Offering  |  Research
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Diagram 5

Unlike past generations, these brand-centric 
customers pride price over frugality, exclusivity over 
commonality, and above all, their own unique image.

A NEW TYPE OF CHINESE CONSUMER

TripAdvisor’s consumers’ starkly different opinions are 

hardly surprising. As the younger generation steps into 

the decision-making role, brands can expect a more 

stratified and opinionated consumer in China. Unlike past 

generations, these brand-centric customers pride price 

over frugality, exclusivity over commonality, and above 

all, their own unique image.

Pair this with an expected spending rate that is twice  

as high as that of the older generation, and it is clear  

that companies need to focus brand strategy budgets  

on research. What will be the next biggest home-grown  

trend in China? How will a newly wealthy population 

grow alongside a digital world? What major psychographic  

segments will emerge?

Brands must learn to evaluate both who they should 

target (which segments in China will be the most 

profitable) and how to do it (what are the smartest 

cultural levers to pull). Extracting answers during Focus 

Groups and discovering evolutions in Digital Customer 

Communities can together take on this task. At the end 

of the day, research simply serves as the bridge between 

brand and consumer.

For brands, this new era of consumerism in China is  

a good chance to develop more distinguished and unique 

brand elements, DNA, and offerings. 

But don’t forget: it will also be a challenge for brands 

facing this new generation, so strong in self-expressions, 

so strong in energy and leadership. They want to be 

led by the brand that speaks to them. Do you have the 

insights it takes to guide the way?

Offering  |  Research
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We live in a world of great material abundance that leads to a highly 

developed consumption power. Global commerce is moving forward quickly 

in the metabolic age with the acceleration of internet development and 

globalization. China’s economy behaves extremely well. We have witnessed 

the emergence of various brand-new business forms in the past few years, 

such as the sharing economy, internet automobiles, and transformative new 

technologies like VR and AR. The rapid development of commerce also gave 

birth to numerous new brands. Accordingly, there are some new trends 

formed in brand naming which are representative of the core value and 

brand image.

Chinese Brand Naming Trends  
in the Modern Age 
 
Amanda Liu, VP & Creative Director
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Before understanding the new naming trends, let’s date back to the past. Some brands established 

in the last century have played and continue to play an important role in the global market.  

Such brands usually come from traditional industries like electrical appliances, financial services,  

or automotive; or comparatively modern industries like internet services or telecommunications.  

We can summarize some distinct features from these representative brand names below:

• China-highlighted name: 中国电信 (China Telecom), 中国移动 (China Mobile), 中国石化 (Sinopec)

• Grand name: 华为 (Huawei), 万科 (Vanke), 联想 (Lenovo)

• Place-of-origin name: 蒙牛 (Mengniu), 苏宁 (Suning), 青岛啤酒 (Tsingtao Beer)

• Transliteration name: 海尔 (Haier), 格力 (Gree), 比亚迪 (BYD)

China-highlighted names usually combine “China” with industry or category expressions,  

which show a strong sense of power and authority. Grand names convey mastery and evoke 

consumers’ admiration, which is widely preferred by traditional Chinese brands. They hope to appeal 

to great ambitions and a grand vision. On the other hand, place-of-origin names feel pragmatic, 

which is approachable and easy to understand though a lack of creativity. Transliteration names 

hope to enhance brand image with an international vibe. Brands in the past decades overall focus 

more on consumers’ expectations of some basic benefits such as quality and reliability. These four 

name typologies correspond well to such an expectation.

New brands emerging in recent years often come from e-commerce, online travel, the sharing 

economy, and high-end boutique products and services, among others. New types of business that 

use technology as a fundamental competency also bring different tendencies in brand names.

Offering  | Naming
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These new name typologies include:

• Symbolized name: 天猫 (Tmall), 小米 (Xiaomi), 途牛 (Tuniu)

• Colloquial name: 滴滴 (Didi), 去哪儿 (Qunar), 1号店 (Yihaodian)

• International name: Hey Juice, roseonly, Keep

Let’s explore these three newly-emerging name typologies and extract some lessons for brands  

in the modern age.

SYMBOLIZED NAME: 天猫 (TMALL), 小米 (XIAOMI), 途牛 (TUNIU)

This name type largely emerges in e-commerce and online travel brands, with roots back to brands 

like Apple. Animals, plants and familiar objects are often applied in symbolized names.  

A symbolized name has a simple and clear meaning which is easy to memorize and communicate. 

It’s a great advantage in the era of information overload. However, the simplicity of the name 

creates other challenges: how to build an expressive brand identity system and how to deliver 

profound brand essence.

Tmall 天猫

Tmall 天猫 set an excellent example for facing such challenges. The name gave rise to a heated 

discussion once announced to the public: Jack Ma said the Chinese name “天猫” came into his mind 

when he was on the toilet. We cannot deny it is a unique and eye-catching name. It helped build 

up brand awareness within a very short period of time. In the beginning, the name did not convey 

much information about the category (e-commerce) or brand attributes.

But the brand keeps on building its visual identity system and sticks to a consistent communication 

strategy, which brings much more connotation to the name. The key element in the brand signature 

is the cat face, designed in a unique rectangle shape. It humorously matches with the founder Jack 

Ma’s facial characteristics (Chinese netizens have jokingly dubbed Jack Ma "ET" ), allowing for strong 

recognition. The rectangle-cat-face image gradually emerged in different communication platforms 

and channels, such as the front page of the Tmall 天猫 App and the latest campaign posters.  

The name feels more vivid and distinctive through the brand identity system that was developed 

first and foremost from naming.

Women are often compared to cats in Chinese culture. They are both adorable, beautiful and 

elegant. The black cat, as chosen by Tmall 天猫, further adds a feeling of mystery and independence. 

The cat metaphor fits very well with the psychology of many women in China, who are the key 

target consumers of Tmall 天猫.

As a conclusion, the brand doesn’t stop after choosing a special symbolized name. It builds  

and expands the brand identity system based on it. The name gains more personalities  

as the brand develops.

Offering  | Naming
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Some brands do not appropriately handle such challenges. A second-hand vehicle trading website 

recently launched is called Guazi 瓜子, which means sunflower seed. It’s a fun and unique name  

that attracts attention upon first glance. But there is hardly any association between the name  

and the brand’s offerings and messages. The unique and fun meaning and its interpretation  

is not applied in visual design nor in any communication. In addition, the name fails to relate to  

the business category.

So in this case, the name and the brand almost have no connection. Such an approach certainly 

cannot build a unique and distinctive brand.

COLLOQUIAL NAME: 滴滴(DIDI), 去哪儿(QUNAR), 1号店(YIHAODIAN)

Another newly emerged trend of brand naming is colloquialism, which has gained popularity  

among numerous brand founders in recent years. Colloquial names originate from daily language.  

Guazi 瓜子

They are approachable and close to consumers but 

also have weaknesses — because such names usually 

represent common industrial features, they are less 

differentiating in conveying unique brand messages. 

Meanwhile, they are easy to be copied by competitors. 

A group of similar names will create confusion among 

consumers. Take 去哪儿 (Qunar) as an example:  

following its success in the market, a few “Qu” names 

have appeared, such as the Apps “去玩儿”, “去玩吧”,  

“去旅行”. Even Alitrip was once branded as 去啊 (Qu’a).

In order to build differentiation out of a colloquial name, the brand needs to define a distinctive 

verbal system and unify a style of copywriting which is in line with the brand voice. Established 

brands such as Apple and Nike are very good in this regard. They each have their own verbal style.  

Among the newly emerging brands with colloquial names, Didi is trying to craft its own 

communication style. The brand is building a voice based on “understanding ordinary people”  

and some measures are worth mentioning.

Didi held a contest of the Top 10 Drivers in July 2016, the theme being “Find the extraordinary among 

ordinary people.” The brand positions itself as a friend to the audience; it tries to understand their 

experiences and feelings. This effort can be seen from some copywriting, such as “From a general 

manager to a taxi driver, he regained a long lost sense of achievement through endeavors”  

and “Day and night, driver and musician, he resists pessimistic life with an optimistic attitude.” 

As a young brand, Didi still needs to develop a clear definition of its verbal tonality, and keep all 

application consistent with the defined style for the long term.

Didi "Top 10 Drivers" contest in July 2016

Offering  | Naming
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roseonly

INTERNATIONAL NAME: ROSEONLY, HEY JUICE, KEEP

Being international is the dream for a lot of brands, whether in the past or at present. In the past, 

a brand would use a Chinese transliteration name to give an international image. For instance 

海尔 (Haier) comes from “HERR”, the last syllable of the German brand LIEBHERR. 格力 (Gree) 

comes from the English word “Glee”. 比亚迪 (BYD) represents the three alphabetic letters. As the 

world has become more international, however, alphabetic names have replaced transliterations 

as the new way to convey an international image.

This new trend not only reflects the switch of language but also the change in attitude for brand 

strategy and platform positioning. BYD’s vision is to promote green energy cars, mainly targeting 

Chinese traditional families in tier 2-3 cities. The design and publicity of the automotive brand is 

also deeply rooted in Chinese local culture — the main vehicle models under the brand use  

the name of Chinese ancient dynasties, like Qin, Tang, Song and Yuan. We can see although  

the name is internationalized, the positioning of the brand is still local and mass-market.

Let’s turn our attention to the newly emerging e-commerce brand roseonly. The rose delivery 

brand was born on January 4th 2013, a day that represented “love in all one’s life” (when read  

aloud in Mandarin, the date “1314” sounds like “一生一世”, a declaration of undying love).  

One year and a half from its birth, roseonly has completed three rounds of financing. 

The shareholders include well-known investors such as Tencent and IDG. The brand concept 

“sending roses to only one person throughout your whole life” symbolizes the romantic promise 

“you are my only love forever”. The website design is simple and bright. Product lines are carefully 

presented with bilingual introductions. The English tagline “Trust roseonly, trust love” is widely 

applied on product pages. The target consumers of roseonly are an elite class who enjoy an 

international lifestyle. Through name, brand story and brand identity system, roseonly has built  

a consistent international image with a romantic and urban brand tonality.

Offering  | Naming
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Hey Juice

Keep

“Hey Juice” and “Keep” use alphabetic names to represent their brands. They both aim to fulfill the 

fitness needs of city elites. Their positioning and design inherits the international metropolis style. 

Through these examples, we find the newly emerging international names represent  

a modern cosmopolitan image, with the target audience being clearly urban consumers  

with a multicultural background.

CONCLUSION: OPTIMIZE NAMING STRATEGIES FOR BRAND SUCCESS

These three new naming typologies (symbolized name, colloquial name and international 

name) possess a lot of advantages in the current times. Some are easy to communicate,  

some are close to consumers, some are catchy and create a buzz in a short time.  

These naming tools are great solutions to a fast developing and changing business  

environment as well as to the more and more demanding consumers.

However, no matter how the environment and trends change, some fundamental principles  

of brand building will always remain unchanged: brand name is the main element in the brand 

identity system which includes verbal and visual systems; brand identity system should reflect 

brand position, brand essence and brand differentiation; brand identity system should be 

harmonious and consistent in all types of application. Adhering to these principles,  

a brand can continuously accumulate its brand equity and achieve brand esteem,  

no matter the era.

roseonly
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The early Internet was about information. Web 2.0  

was about people. The Internet of the future will  

be about things. 

Driven by cheap sensors, more accessible data 

transmission and storage costs, mobile democratization 

and advances in AI and machine learning, connected 

objects are one of the defining trends for the next 

decade. What started as a curiosity is now attracting  

the attention of brands of all types, from FMCG  

to industry. Achieving success with connected 

objects however means more than just sticking 

sensors on “things”. Beyond the form factor, the IoT 

offers tremendous opportunities to transform brand 

experiences across the entire spectrum.

Brand Innovation through 
Connected Objects
 
Kevin Gentle, Director & Lead Strategist of MADJOR
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From the consumers’ perspective, connected objects 

have the potential to change the way products  

and services are accessed, bought and used.  

This represents not just an incremental improvement  

in features but often times a fundamental re-definition  

of how certain needs are met and how people relate  

to brands. From a brand perspective, connected  

products suppose not just technology improvements  

but evolutions in business models, monetization 

strategies, pricing and distribution along with important 

internal changes to brand capabilities and processes.

In this article, we try to take a step back from  

the technology and look at the submerged part  

of the connected iceberg, considering how brands can 

seize the opportunities that connected objects offer  

to build brand innovation. 

WHAT DO CONNECTED OBJECTS MEAN  
FOR THE BRAND EXPERIENCE?

The first key thing about connected objects is that they 

are about a lot more than just objects; on the contrary, 

they impact each dimension of the brand experience. 

To explain this, we have created 3 examples of brands 

exploring IoT opportunities, mapping for each the 

implications on the brand experience. (Diagram 1)

Diagram 1: Four Dimensions of the Brand Experience

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
• Creation of new revenue  

— generating connected products

• Addition of data and service offering  

on top of traditional range

• Products and services constantly  

updated over the air (vision of products  

as ever-evolving platforms)

CULTURE & ORGANIZATION
• Personalized outreach based on usage data 

• Products as a flexible marketing channel

MARKETING & COMMUNICATON
• Data driven brand culture; consumer  

data as the fuel for decision making

• IT and data capabilities to be developed  

to complement traditional competencies  

(every company is a data  /  software company)

• Product  /  service design and agile testing  

based on usage data

COMMERCE
• Subscription models

• Micro-monetization based on usage data  

— “pay as you go”

• Value chain disintermediation and direct  

ownership of the customer relationship
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• Improvement on existing product with addition of sensors 

• Companion App available on phone and smart watch gives  

the player data on his performance and playing behavior.

• Premium service accessible for a monthly fee allows access  

to special training plans created by partner tennis instructors  

based on player data. Players can get the racket for half-price  

if they sign-up for one year of service. 

• Through the glasses, the brand captures data on  

beer consumption in real-time:

• Spread throughout the day

• Correlation with various events

• Typical beer-drinking behavior  

(i.e. how fast do people finish their glass? How many sips?) 

• Live consumption of different SKUs (i.e. IPA, lager, stout)

• Advanced geo-location data on beer consumption trends

• Users can rent bikes by the minute, paying for it through  

their mobile wallets by scanning QR codes on each bike. 

• The brand also strikes partnerships with local bus  

companies to provide special rates for bike + bus journeys.

A beer company decides to replace 
its traditional glasses with connected 
glasses that are distributed to all  
partner bars and clubs.

A leading bicycle company seeks  
to reach a new audience of people  
who are attracted by the idea of 
bike usage but don’t want to deal 
with the constraints of buying and 
owning a bike. The brand decides 
to launch a bike rental service in 
major cities.

A tennis gear brand launches  
a connected tennis racket with  
a companion App and online  
training service.

 1

2

3

CONNECTED
TENNIS RACKET 

BIKE RENTAL
SERVICE

CONNECTED 
BEER GLASSES

COMMERCE

• New pricing model with subsidized hardware
 
CULTURE & ORGANIZATION

• R&D and product development processes  

based on player data 
 
PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

• Improvement of existing products

• Creation of new revenue generating service

MARKETING & COMMUNICATION

• Marketing outreach based on player data

COMMERCE

• New approach to bike usage based on  

micro-monetization (from ownership to access)

CULTURE & ORGANIZATION

• Increased collaboration with players in related  

eco-systems (health, wellness and transportation)

PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

• Creation of new business unit that allows  

the brand to compete in a new market

COMMERCE

• Real-time pricing and promotion optimization

CULTURE & ORGANIZATION

• Connected devices as a way to track performance  

and make tactical adjustments on the fly

MARKETING & COMMUNICATION

• Real-time marketing optimization based on data

• Through the App players can add friends, creating a social 

network of tennis enthusiasts.

• Engineers in the R&D team use data captured by rackets  

to guide future product development.

• Marketing team sends out personalized offers based  

on individual player data.

• The brand partners with health insurance providers: 

users get lower insurance premiums depending  

on the distance they ride on their bikes every month.

• Sales uses data to predict demand and reward best 

performing bars. They can adjust pricing and push  

promotions in real-time according to data. 

• Real-time marketing optimization based on consumption 

data with advanced geo-targeting 

• Product managers are able to use data to conduct quick  

tests for new products and optimize the product portfolio  

in real-time. 

BRAND EXPERIENCE

BRAND EXPERIENCE

BRAND EXPERIENCE
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Products and services: connected objects obviously 

have a direct impact on what brands sell. Most often, 

this impact comes from the addition of a software and 

service stack on top of a physical product experience. 

This component can be rolled into the price of the item, 

but it can also represent a separate revenue stream 

in and of itself. Through our connected tennis racket 

example, we can see how the companion application 

branches out into a new service-based revenue stream 

for the brand.

The ultimate potential of connected objects is the 

opportunity to explore completely new markets  

and products offerings, leveraging existing capabilities 

to reach new customers or serve new needs that are 

peripheral to the existing value proposition, as shown  

in our bike rental example. In a similar vein, MADJOR  

is currently collaborating with a large materials brand  

to help them translate their existing expertise into  

a new line of connected products for B2C markets.

Most importantly, connectivity means that products  

and services become living things, constantly being 

updated to deliver new features and optimize the 

consumer experience. Just like Apps or software, 

they go from fixed items to ever-evolving platforms, 

forcing brands to adopt new approaches to product 

development and service innovation. 

Marketing and communication: connected objects 

offer brands amounts of data that were hitherto simply 

unthinkable. Who is using your products? How? When? 

Where? To what effect? In what setting? All of these data 

points can be accessed in real-time and used for highly 

personalized marketing outreach. The case of the beer 

brand is an illustration of how connected objects can 

maximize relevancy and context awareness of marketing 

messages and achieve greater accuracy in targeting.

Connected objects, in particular wearables, also allow 

for in-depth behavior tracking. Through them brands 

can gather advanced data on their consumers’ lifestyle 

and habits along with their reaction to different brand 

interactions throughout the customer journey. This data 

can be used to fine-tune segmentation profiling and 

outreach strategies.

Commerce: connected products are not bought in 

the same way as traditional products. Thanks to their 

connectivity features and the possibility of seamless 

connection with online payment services, they allow for 

de-bundling and for new, more flexible forms of product 

access such as subscription and micro-monetization. 

In many cases, the shift towards connected services 

will force brands to move their revenue models from 

ownership to access. We can see through our tennis 

racket example how even a very simple product can be 

subjected to a new pricing model once data and services 

enter the equation. Our beer company case also shows 

how the very concept of a fixed sticker price can be 

made obsolete through real-time price optimization 

based on consumption data.
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Even in highly complex and conservative industries, 

the rise of connected products leads to value chain 

disintermediation with fewer actors, and a direct 

ownership of the consumer relationship by the brand. 

Tesla is one of the most high-profile examples of this 

trend as they have bypassed traditional dealers in favor  

of direct sales.

Culture and organization: perhaps the most often 

overlooked consequence of connected products has  

to do with brands’ internal culture and organization.  

With the IoT, every company has the potential to become 

a data and software company. Even industrial giant  

GE is shifting its business models towards becoming  

an industrial data business for which turbine  

performance and usage data matters as much as the 

underlying hardware. Skills such as UI  /  UX, data analysis,  

data security, customer service and more will become 

critical in the future and will need to be developed.

The massive amounts of data generated by connected 

objects also have a direct impact on business processes. 

Connected products fulfill the vision of a truly data-

driven company where every decision can be optimized. 

We can see for example how our tennis racket company 

uses data captured by its rackets to guide R&D, or how 

our beer brand uses its connected glasses to conduct 

agile market testing for new products.

5 KEY RULES FOR BRAND INNOVATION 
THROUGH CONNECTED OBJECTS 

Working with clients and partners, we see lots of 

enthusiasm about connected products but also many 

unanswered questions. Based on learnings from current 

IoT-related projects, we can lay 5 key rules to follow.

1. DESIGN FOR CLEAR USE CASES

As with many other technologies, it is too often that 

brands get carried away and forget about the age-old 

rule: “Just because you can doesn’t mean you should”. 

Too many connected products suffer from featuritis  

and do not answer any real customer needs. 

MADJOR recently conducted in-depth research  

about the future of the smart home. A consistent piece  

of feedback from consumers was that most existing 

smart home products do not offer any sort of value 

added over traditional alternatives. They simply digitize 

existing features in a gimmicky way, such as replacing 

a remote with a smartphone App, without providing 

additional benefits. 

Any sort of IoT-related offering needs to be linked back 

to consumer needs and real insights about the existing 

consumer experience. Where are people hurting?  

What do they want? How can we create a genuinely better 

experience instead of just digitizing what already exists?
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A useful framework for brands is to map potential  

smart applications across 4 dimensions: 

• Monitoring: how can we use connectivity features to 

offer customers data that they want and need about 

their environment and their product or service usage?

• Control: how can we use connectivity features to 

allow users to control and personalize their experience 

more easily?

• Optimization: how can we use connectivity features 

to increase product performance and improve it on an 

on-going basis?

• Automation: how can we use connectivity features  

to allow the product to operate on its own based  

on user behavior and needs?

2. RE-IMAGINE WHAT YOU PROVIDE  
AND WHO YOU PROVIDE IT TO

As we have shown before, brand development in  

the field of connected objects means more than 

incremental feature adjustments. Connected objects  

and their accompanying data-based services offer  

new ways for brands to serve consumer needs,  

forcing brands to fundamentally re-think what their 

value proposition is, sometimes leading them to explore 

completely new development avenues outside of their 

traditional activities.

For instance, in an IoT age our tennis racket brand’s  

value proposition isn’t merely selling rackets but  

helping people get better at tennis. Connected objects 

and their companion software (in this case the mobile 

and smart watch App) allow the brand to expand the 

ways through which it delivers this value proposition  

in a profitable way. An excellent real-life example of such 

thinking can be found in Under Armour, who has made 

strategic investments in a number of fitness applications 

(the biggest of which being Map My Run) and sees its 

value proposition as encompassing both sportswear  

and supporting online services. 

Our bike brand presents an even more ambitious 

example of how brands can use connected products 

to tap massive growth pockets. Through this new bike 

rental service, the brand can reach a subset of consumers 

that was previously beyond its reach (car companies  

are currently following this practice, trying to fight 

declining car adoption rates amongst millennial with 

mobile-based car sharing services). This example also 

demonstrates how the IoT integrates brands into  

a broader eco-system, forcing them to connect their 

offerings with other related products and services.  

For instance, our bike brand isn’t merely in the biking 

eco-system but in the broader health and wellness  

eco-system. Acknowledging this, they link up with  

health insurance providers to offer lower premiums  

to those healthy users who commute to work by bike. 

Brands must ask themselves what eco-system they  

fit in, who else is part of it, who controls it and how  

they can link-up to other products and services to 

maximize customer benefits.

3. STEP UP YOUR UX APPROACH

Connected products are inherently complex. Through 

sensors, network connectivity, machine learning and 

other such technologies they open up a rich array of 

new functionalities. Too often, however, this comes 

at the expense of usability. Going back to our smart 

home research, we heard countless stories of frustrated 

consumers struggling to install, setup and use so called 

“smart” products. Throughout our research we saw 

the massive gap that still exists between technology 

possibilities and UX design approaches. 

One particular example stood out as particularly 

representative of the challenges of UX design for 

connected products. With traditional household 
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appliances, actions are performed through buttons  

(e.g., turning on or off, adjusting power etc.).  

Users get immediate sensorial and visual feedback 

showing the action has been completed (I know the 

device is on because I felt the button’s click and can  

see its change of state). Virtualizing controls removes  

this feedback and the sense of security that comes  

with it. Once an analog button becomes a press on  

a smart watch, consumers often don’t feel secure that 

the action has been performed properly. They aren’t quite 

sure that the lights are off or if the air purifier has been 

turned on.  UX design needs to integrate this need for 

feedback by, for example, providing verbal confirmation 

or sensorial confirmation through haptic feedback.

Brands seeking to develop connected offerings need to 

put a lot of work in UX design. They must identify the 

different use cases, be careful not to overwhelm users, 

provide context-aware interfaces that nudge the user 

towards the right action and use the right semiotic  

cues to make complex, abstract actions understandable  

at a glance.

Diagram 2: LG’s Chatbot API

One excellent example of a mature approach  

to connected products design can be found in how  

LG ditches complicated stand-alone applications  

in favor of integration with chat app Line (Diagram 2). 

Users of LG’s smart home products can simply “talk”  

to their smart appliances through natural language  

on the same application they already use every day  

to converse with their friends. This is an excellent 

example of technology adapting to consumer behavior 

instead of the other way around.

4. DON’T BE AFRAID TO DISRUPT  
YOUR BUSINESS MODEL

As we’ve demonstrated, when it comes to connected 

objects, the actual product attributes and features are 

only one part of the equation. The other part of the 

equation is linked to the underlying business model;  

that is the question of how the brand supports  

and generates revenue from its new IoT offering.

Business model is where the disruptive power of 

connected products spills beyond technology and user 

experience. Connected devices are changing the way 

people access and pay for goods and services in a 

fundamental way. Brands must think about how best to 

bundle connected hardware and support software-based 

services in the ways most compelling to users. This can 

be achieved through subscription models or pay-as-

you-go micro-monetization with the hardware being 

either fully or partially subsidized (much like how our 

tennis racket brands decides to provide the racket at half 

price if the user signs up for one year of online lessons). 

Business model also carries into the distribution model  

and customer services that support the offering. Working 

with one of our current clients, it was clear that some  

of the connected product ideas we were bringing  

to the table would require our client to bypass its  

traditional value chain built around distributors and 

installers. Our client would have to develop direct 

distribution channels along with in-house installation  

and customer support services. This represents a big leap 

for a brand used to operating in the B2B space, but it is  

a necessary condition to make things work.

Whatever answer they bring to the question of business 

models, brands must not hesitate to go against existing 

practices. A great connected offering without the right 

business model is akin to fitting a Ferrari engine in  

a family van frame. The later will keep the former from 

reaching its top performance. 
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5. DON’T UNDER-ESTIMATE THE  
ORGANIZATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Submerged deep below the surface of connected hype 

lay the organizational implications of connected objects. 

These implications can be broken down into 3 categories:

• Culture: connected objects often require a change  

in company culture. For many brands this means  

switching from a culture of hardware and manufacturing 

excellence to one that integrates software and services. 

It means growing from pure product performance  

to looking at the broader consumer experience.  

This can only be brought about by a change in shared 

values and incentives that needs to be lead from the 

very top of a company’s management.  

• Capabilities: designing great connected objects 

requires a considerable breadth of capabilities from 

hardware excellence (e.g., how do you fit connectivity 

features into the product without compromising 

quality?) to software, UI  /  UX, data analytics, data safety 

and more. When starting any IoT undertaking, brands 

must carefully audit where their capability gaps lie  

and formulate a plan to bridge them, either organically 

or externally through acquisition or partnerships. 

• Partnerships: we’ve seen with many of our examples 

how connected objects put renewed pressures on 

brand to integrate with partners. These partners can 

be upstream (sensor suppliers, data solution providers, 

research institutes, design bureaus, etc.), downstream 

The IoT age will require brands to think 
holistically, disrupt the status quo and  
re-think who they are and how they 
deliver their promise to customers. 

(distributors, installers, customer service providers, etc.) 

and can also be providers of products or services in the 

same eco-system. Brands must consistently list the 

partnerships that will be necessary to them and set out 

early on to strike the right agreements.

As we can see, building connected objects offers more 

opportunities but also more challenges than first meet  

the eye. Both in terms of strategy and operation,  

the IoT age will require brands to think holistically,  

disrupt the status quo and re-think who they are  

and how they deliver their promise to customers.  

Many brands will disappear, others will become 

commoditized but those who manage the transition 

will see rewards in the form of more diversified revenue 

streams and stronger relationships with their consumers 

built around data flows and continuous, agile innovation. 

The road is long but the journey is exciting and the 

destination well worth the trip!
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As a critical part of the brand identity system, a brand 

name interacts with brand strategy, visual identity, 

messaging communication, and other elements to 

create a unique and unified brand experience for people. 

Standing from the branding perspective, naming can 

always bring fresh ideas and new angles, which can be 

expanded to different facets of branding. In this article, 

we will look into several case studies where brands used 

naming to empower their brand building.

NAMING  
The Radiant Power  
of Brand Naming 
 
Judy Wang, Associate Creative Director
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1.  NEW ANGLES FOR BRAND  
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Language is the mirror of culture. The rich connotations 

of names carry stories and possibilities, which can 

provide inspiration for brand concept development.

NEQTA 诺阁雅 

At the beginning of 2015, Fairmont and Golden Land 

Group planned to create a 4-star hotel brand targeting 

the upper-middle class in China. Considering the time 

pressure brought on by trademark registration and the 

planned hotel launch, the clients wanted to start from 

naming and then move on to precise brand positioning 

and visual identity design. This creates a big challenge 

for the verbal team: how to develop the name, how to 

evaluate the name without a brand positioning, without 

a functional and emotional benefit description, and even 

without knowing how the hotel will look.

NEQTA stood out from the 20 name proposals. It derives 

from the English word "nectar", the honey beverage for 

the gods in Greek and Roman mythologies; the twist of 

the letter Q conveys succinctness and intelligence. More 

importantly, it is the extendibility of the word towards  

a unique brand platform that makes NEQTA an 

irreplaceable name.

For brand concept development, NEQTA can be 

expressed with reference to the word “hive”,  

诺阁雅
[nuÒ]        [gé]          [yă]

NEQTA 诺阁雅 — 诺 [nuÒ]: Promise; 格 [gé]: Style; 雅 [yă]: Elegant

delivering warmth, passion and connectivity,  

and emphasizing the concept of community.

For extension of the brand concept development into the 

visual identity, honey can be expressed by the golden arc 

of the “Q”, and the hive can be designed into a hexagon 

pattern across touchpoints which feels modern, stylish 

and concise. For extension to the hospitality brand’s 

value proposition, there could be a bee’s spirit, standing 

for the passionate, considerate and energetic service.

NEQTA found its brand concept root through naming.  

By unifying the message across different touch points, 

the brand manages to leave strong impression in 

consumers’ minds.

LINKEDIN 领英 

As more and more international brands enter China, 

“localization” becomes an important topic: based on the 

global positioning, how can a brand find a breakthrough 

point by adapting to the local context of culture and 

competition? Besides market research and analysis, 

an excellent Chinese name can also identify a cultural 

opportunity for the brand’s localization strategy.

In 2012, Labbrand was commissioned to develop the 

Chinese name for LinkedIn. At this point the brand  

hadn’t yet determined its local positioning, which became 

a crucial topic for LinkedIn — especially facing intensive 

competition from the China market.

领英
[lĬng]       [yĪng]

LinkedIn 领英 — 领 [lĬng]: To lead; 英 [yĪng]: Elites 
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In the qualitative and quantitative tests, the Chinese name 

领英 received dominant acknowledgement and preference 

from Chinese consumers. The meaning of 领英 is  

"leading elite" — very different from the brand's global 

positioning "connect everyone". This provided precious 

market insights and sparked ideation for the LinkedIn 

brand team: in the chaotic category context crowded 

by small recruiting websites and grass-roots social 

platforms, Chinese professionals sought a platform  

with international vision and authority.

The name 领英 and the insights it brought to the fore laid 

a solid cultural foundation for LinkedIn to further develop 

its positioning for the Chinese market.

2.  PERSONALITY AND BRAND VOICE 
DEVELOPMENT

For new customers, naming is the first touchpoint where 

they get to know the brand; hence the feeling and 

meaning of a name can be seen as representative of the 

brand’s personality.

氧气 (O2) 

氧气 (O2) is an e-commerce platform that focuses on 

lingerie introductions and recommendations, helping 

people discover the most stylish and sexy lingerie from all 

over the world. All the recommendations come from real 

consumers who have experienced the products.

贝玲妃
[bèi]       [lÍng]       [fēi]

氧气
[yăng]       [qÌ]

氧气 [yăng qì]: Oxygen

The copy on 氧气 (O2)’s website is commonly 

acknowledged as both beautiful and representative.  

The brand voice is deeply rooted in girls’ daily moments, 

with a style that is exquisite, playful and artistic. Even the 

seductive content can be tinted with a fresh touch of indie.

This kind of atmosphere in brand messaging copy is  

also in line with the style established by the brand name  

氧气, which means "oxygen": fresh, light and joyful, 

bringing new air and perspective to the lingerie industry.

BENEFIT 贝玲妃 

Different from the other cosmetic brands like Bobbi 

Brown 芭比波朗, M.A.C 魅可, and Max Factor 蜜丝佛陀,  

Benefit 贝玲妃 experiments with an approach that 

贝玲妃
[bèi]       [lÍng]       [fēi]

氧气
[yăng]       [qÌ]

delivers a stronger orientation to Chinese culture.  

The character 玲 sounds like a girl from the neighborhood, 

and by combining it with the character 妃, which stands 

for the perfect make-up, the whole name conveys  

a vintage style.

The name is extrapolated to resonate with Benefit’s 

brand voice: “眉法眉天” (all about brows), “眉飞色舞” 

(dancing with brows), “改眉换面” (change your brows and 

face) — the adept use of 眉 (brow) in idioms, puns, and 

more is very frank and humorous to Chinese consumers.

In terms of product naming, the brand offers  

“蒲公英羞羞脸光影液” (Dandelion Shy Face Shine Liquid) 

and “无色不作眉膏” (All Color Brow Gel). Each name 

Benefit 贝玲妃 — 贝 [bèi]: Baby, precious shells; 玲 [lÍng]: Delicate, agile; 妃 [fēi]: Concubine, goddess
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maintains the delicate personified approach, describing  

a lively picture of girls feeling bold, fun and lovely.  

The brand’s personality is expressed through its names.

*  Benefit uses puns and pop phrases in its copywriting and product names.  

The translations above are rough translations.

3.  INSPIRATION FOR CREAVITIY  
IN VISUAL DESIGN

An excellent brand identity system needs to build 

differentiating points and make sure they are consistently 

conveyed across all touchpoints. Logo, graphics and 

brand name are among the first batch of touchpoints 

communicated to consumers, and can build a strong 

and memorable brand identity by sharing a unified 

brand element. This is one way for brands to leave an 

impression in consumers’ minds.

FIREFOX 火狐 

The orange fox is always mentioned when talking about 

the Firefox brand. By expressing the fire fox in both 

brand name and visual language, the brand can make a 

connection in a competitive market.

In terms of the color system, the dominant orange stands  

out from the blue background and adds a visual element to  

amplify the verbal identity. The fox graphic is malleable, 

allowing verbal and visual to be paired together.  

火狐
[huŎ]        [hú]

Firefox 火狐 — 火 [huŎ]: Fire; 狐 [hú]: Fox

By owning a consistent and adaptable indicator, the brand 

delivers an image of passion and liveliness to consumers.

BENEFIT 贝玲妃 

As mentioned above, Benefit chose a special Chinese 

name 贝玲妃 that is playful and full of vintage. 

Correspondingly, Benefit’s visual language works the 

same way. The audacious usage of pop stripe and collage 

art narrates the nostalgic aesthetics from the 1970s – 1980s.

Models with the “girl next door” look appear comical with 

strong personalities, expressing Benefit’s brand spirit: 

no matter good girls or bad girls, being pretty is the first 

thing. Be myself, be sure I’m shining.

贝玲妃
[bèi]       [lÍng]       [fēi]

CONCLUSION: A GREAT RESOURCE FOR 
BRAND BUILDING EXPLORATION

Besides brand story & strategy, copy style & brand voice, 

and visual identity, naming can be radiated to other fields 

such as digital strategy, sound identity, olfactive identity, 

and more. A name carves out space in consumers’ 

perceptual maps, and owning that idea across brand 

building dimensions is what makes a brand successful.

Stay tuned for more possibilities on brand naming.

Benefit online campaign and products
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